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UAEU finishes
preparations for
new academic year
2016/2017..

The United Arab Emirates University (UAEU) is getting ready to receive the academic year 2016/2017. It is
estimated that around 4,000 new students will be joining, which includes students returning from the national
service and international students. They will begin the orientation week on August 14th, and classes will officially
start on August 21st. The add/drop process will end on Thursday, August 25th, and September 20thwill be the
last date for withdrawal without failure.
The University has finished the preparations for the events to welcome the freshmen, which includes academic
counseling, registration, and some recreational and educational activities to be held in the residential units
during the evening period, in addition to training students to use and program their iPad devices.
To read more...
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Editorial
Since our first edition we
have highlighted the university’s achievements, news,
events, inventions the participation of various groups
in activities at UAEU.
The university seeks to
strengthen its national role
and is preparing to welcome another group of
students from around the
country as we strive to prepare the next generation of
graduates to the highest international standards.

Safe New Buses:

Mohamed Albaili inspects new buses as UAEU prepares
for a new academic year..
Professor Mohamed Albaili, Vice Chancellor of the United Arab
Emirates University, inspected the new buses as the university
prepares for the academic year 2016/2017.
He stressed student safety and the importance of high standards
of maintenance. The university has purchased a fleet of buses with
the latest specifications, which include mobile Internet service,
machines to cool and also prepare hot drinks, electrical sockets
to charge smart devices and surveillance cameras to monitor the
driver. There are screens, headrests and other facilities to ensure a
comfortable and safe trip for students.
To read more...

We try to bring you a complete picture of life at UAEU
and would remind you that
our doors are always open
to news, opinions and suggestions.
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UAEU starts its
intensive program
for excellent
students..

The United Arab Emirates University (UAEU) began
receiving more than 400 students enrolled in the
intensive program for excellent students who have
met the basic conditions for the accelerated exam,
which saves a full academic year in the Foundation
classes of Arabic Language and Mathematics,
and is offered by the Admissions Department in the
Student Affairs and Enrollment Sector.
Ms. Amna Nasser Al Bloushi, Director of the Admissions
Department at the university, said that the university

foundation program is constantly evolving to keep
pace with changes and to meet the needs of the
community, by preparing a cadre of distinguished
students capable of responsibility and to lead the
future. She also noted that this year›s program
gives students a chance to finish the Foundation
Year in one day only, by training them before the
exam and allowing each student two opportunities
to pass the exam.
To read more...

48 professors join the UAEU
community:

Mohamed Albaili:
“UAEU promotes
scientific research,
academic excellence
and leadership”..
Professor Mohamed Albaili, Vice Chancellor of the
United Arab Emirates University (UAEU), welcomed
new faculty to the university community. He
conveyed the greetings of His Excellency Dr. Ali
Rashid Al Noaimi, Chancellor of UAEU and expressed
his gratitude that the new faculty had selected the
United Arab Emirates University. This took place in
a meeting, at the Hilton Hotel in Al Ain. Professor
Ghaleb Ali Al Hadrami, Deputy Vice Chancellor for

Academic Affairs, Ms. Aisha Al Dhaheri, Director of
the Human Resources Department, various deans
and administrators were all in attendance.
The Vice Chancellor stressed that UAEU pursues
scientific research and supports the efforts of faculty
in this regard in order to reinforce the university›s
vision of leadership and excellence in scientific
research at regional and international levels.
To read more...
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As part of new student
orientation:

The United Arab
Emirates University
holds counseling
meetings for new
students in academic
year 2016/2017..
The Student Academic Success Program (SASP)
in the University College held a meeting between
new students and the Academic Advising Unit in
order to introduce the students to the three phases
of their university education. This starts from the early
years and goes until their final project. A number of
SASP staff and department heads in the University
Foundation Program were in attendance.
Mr. Paul Morley, the coordinator of academic
advising and Mr. Marwan Fayyad, an academic

advisor, delivered s presentation about the stages
that students go through during their studies
at UAEU. This was done in English and Arabic.
Additionally, the heads of various departments
briefed the students on their respective
departments and answered queries. The students
were divided into groups by college to provide
counseling concerning registration procedures
and attendance requirements among other issues.
To read more...

UAEU launches
"Registration
Ambassadors"
initiative..

The Registration Department of the United Arab
Emirates University (UAEU), in the new academic
year 2017/2016, has organized the «Registration
Ambassadors» initiative, which provides all the
necessary assistance for students during their
registration period.
The initiative uses a number of students who
volunteer to act as ambassadors for the Registration

Department, and serve as a link between the
Department and new students to the university.
These ambassadors disseminate the regulations
and policies of the University, and encourage new
students to depend on themselves and become
responsible, independent learners.
To read more...
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2016 – The Year of Reading

Our suggestion for you…

United Arab Emirates - From Tribe to State
Author:

Dr. Fatima Al Sayegh

About the book:

The UAE is a now a modern state known for its economic and
geographic importance. Fatima Al Sayegh discusses the history
of the UAE since its tribal era to the modern day. In the past, the
main income came from pearl fishing. Nowadays its resources
depend mainly on oil and oil derivatives. The UAE plays an
important role in the GCC and Arab world. The book has an
interesting yet scientific and academic style and is an important
reference for those who wish to understand more about the
history of the UAE.

About the author:

Dr. Fatima Al Sayegh is Head of the History and Archaeology
Department at the United Arab Emirates University and a
member of the Dubai Cultural Council. She holds a Ph. (1989)
from the University of Essex in England and a Masters (1984) from
the University of Wisconsin in the United States. She also has a
Licentiate in Modern History from Kuwait University.
Dr. Al Sayegh won the Sheikh Rashid Bin Saeed Al Maktoum
Award for scientific excellence in 1991 and the Sultan Bin Ali Al
Owais Award for the best book in the United Arab Emirates (1997) for the above title.

News in Brief - August 2016

اﻟﺠﺎﻣﻌﺔ
Five female students from the
Department of Geology at the
United Arab Emirates University
won second place in the Imperial
Barrel Award for 2016. The event
is organized annually by the
American Association of Petroleum
Geologists for Middle Eastern
universities.

Through its pavilion in the Under
the Liwa Date Festival 2016, the
United Arab Emirates University
announced its intention to
open the first farm in the Middle
East that contains all palm
species in the region by 2018.

The Student Activities Department of
the United Arab Emirates University
launched the integrated Sehati Program
during the academic year 2016. The
program includes a variety of activities
and events, which contribute to the
dissemination of health awareness in the
university community. The initiative is in
cooperation with the Health Authority of
Abu Dhabi.

The United Arab Emirates University
announced the start of direct
admission of non-citizen students
for the academic year 2016-2017
to the University’s colleges and
departments, except the College
of Medicine. Students admitted will
incur financial fees.

Within the aforementioned Sehati
program, the Student Activities
Department has organized the “Nutrition
and Innovation” lecture to highlight the
importance of a healthy and balanced
diet which contributes to the promotion of
creativity and innovation among students.

The College of Medicine
and Health Sciences of the
United Arab Emirates University
recently received a group of
freshmen selected from among
444 candidates.
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Success Story:
Dr. Ghaneimah Al Yammahi:

A journey of a thousand miles starts with a single step, so
take a step towards a bright future..
Dr. Ghaneimah Salem Ahmed Al Yammahi, an assistant professor in
the Department of Arabic Language and Literature in the College
of Humanities and Social Sciences, is a specialist in linguistics and
holds a Ph.D in Arabic Language and Literature from the University
of Jordan. She chose to major in the Arabic language because it is
the language of the Holy Quran. It also inspired her to establish the
Addad Club.
She started her linguistics teaching career four years ago by teaching
general linguistics, phonetics, philology, research methods in
language and literature, and Arabic language skills. In addition to
being a member of many committees, she supervises the Arabic
Language Club.

اﻟﺠﺎﻣﻌﺔ

Dr. Al Yammahi earned a diploma in vocational teaching from the
College of Education at the United Arab Emirates University before
receiving a scholarship to study abroad. She promotes her experiences
in order to inspire students via courses and workshops offered both at
the university and elsewhere.
She owes her success to her family and UAEU, which gave her the
opportunity to pursue graduate studies, and paved the way for her to
be an active member in the community. UAEU continues to provide
development and progress, whether in her own area of expertise or in
other areas. As a result, she does her best to promote the good name
and reputation of the university.
Dr. Al Yammahi believes that most of the problems faced by students
are due to inadequate tuition in school, especially when teaching
the Arabic language. This she believes explains the reluctance of
students to major in Arabic. This is especially true for male students.
She hopes that her students will have greater ambitions than simply
just finishing university and then getting a job. She hopes that they
will seriously consider pursuing graduate studies in order to combine
academic excellence with community service. The key to such
success is perseverance, determination and never giving up. Dr. Al
Yammahi advised students that, “A journey of a thousand miles starts
with a single step, so take a step towards a bright future.”
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The most prominent posts
on our social networking
sites in August 2016:
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